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Abstract— In this work we present a new fast object detection
in color images, using a comprehensive color image normalization
and color centroid segmentation (CCS). The results are showed
dealing with the problem of face detection in color images.

Index Terms— CCS, compensation illumination, color segmen-
tation.

I. INTRODUCTION

FAST object detection plays a central role in the vision
computer problems, because in many cases the hardware

resources are quite limited [1]. The use of color for fast object
detection is not a new approach to deal with this problem but
this has many unsolved issues, as for example the illumination
variability [1] [2]. In this work we propose the use of an colour
image normalization developed by Finlayson [3] and the use
of a new technique for color segmentation developed by Zhang
[4] called Colour Centroid Segmentation (CCS). Each of these
techniques has it’s own advantages to eliminate problems
associated with the illumination. The document is organized as
follows, first we present the illumination normalization devel-
oped by Finlayson, after that the color centroid segmentation
is presented, in the fourth section some basic aspects about
implementation are showed, and finally the results are showed
in fifth section solving partially the problem of face detection
in color images using the combined proposal developed by the
authors.

II. COMPREHENSIVE COLOUR IMAGE NORMALIZATION

The images under different lighting conditions can appear
with different values in the RGB space either due to lighting
geometry or due to illuminant color [5]. It is necessary to
normalize the image to make a comparison with other pictures
or make reference to the true values of a given color i.e. a
colour normalization technique is necessary for an accurate
color segmentation. Finlayson et al [3], have developed a
iterative technique for color image normalization. He proof
that successively using the classic1 equations for compensate
lighting geometry and illuminant colour, it is possible to find,
an image that is idempotent and unique, and method is always
convergent. Moreover rate of convergence is very high [5] and
convergence is typically achieved in five or six iterations.

This method is described as follows:
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1See [5] for the details and definitions about this

Let Ii,j j = R,G,B a image in the RGB space of color, i
is the pixel. Let R the normalizer of rows operator defined as

R (Ii,j) =
Ii,j∑

k=R,G,B Ii,k
(1)

and let C be the normalizer of columns operator, defined as

C (Ii,j) =
NIi,j

3
∑N

k=1 Ik,j
(2)

N is the pixel’s number in the image.
Then to normalize the color in an image:

1. Initialization: Take I(0)i,j = Ii,j as the initial value of the
iterative process.

2. Iteration Step: Make I(r+1)
i,j = C

(
R
(
I(r)i,j

))
.

3. Termination Step: If I(r+1)
i,j = I(r)i,j stop the process and

make Inormalized
i,j = I(r)i,j , if not go to step 2.

Once the convergence is achived, it’s necessary to make
scaling on the values of the resultant image. We propose the
scaling as follows:

Ifinali,j = I(0)i,j I
normalized
i,j (3)

Ebner has shown in [5], that this is not the only way for
making the rescaling, but we think is the best way. It is
noteworthy that this technique has a good behaviour only if
the image is in the presence of only one illuminant [5].

Figure 1 shows an example of the obtained results. There
is a great difference in the appearance of images, but as we
see later, the difference in some color spaces are larger.

III. CENTROID COLOR SEGMENTATION (CCS)

Zhang [4] has proposed a new technique for color segmen-
tation. This is based on the transform from the RBG space
to a two dimensional space using a new coordinate system
and the centroid of a triangle. Figure 2 shows this transform.
Each component of the vector (Ii,R, Ii,G, Ii,B) = (r, g, b) is
mapped to a new axes system, which are separated by 120
degrees. The new R axis is on 90 degrees to the horizontal.
Then, a triangle can be constructed, it will have centroid (u, v),
where (u, v) is the point in the new space transformation. It’s
mathematically as follows

Let T : R3 7−→ R2 be the transformation operator from
the RGB space to R2. The transformation is defined as follows

T (Ii,j) = uiêx + viêy (4)

where
ui =

1

3

[
Ii,B cos

(π
6

)
− Ii,G cos

(π
6

)]
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Fig. 1. Left: Original Image Ii,j . Right: Normalized Image Ifinal
i,j
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Fig. 2. Transformation from RGB to R2.

vi =
1

3

[
Ii,R − Ii,B sin

(π
6

)
− Ii,G sin

(π
6

)]
êx, êy are the unit vectors in x, y coordinates of R2

Acording to Zhang, after this transformation is done, we
represent the data in polar coordinates (θ, r). Once done, it
is necessary to take a lot of samples of the interest object
in different images, and thresholds should be selected for the
values of r and θ. So that the region where we expect to
find pixels associated with color of the interest object can be
defined as

{ (θ, r)| r ∈ [rmin, rmax], θ ∈ [θmin, θmax]} (5)

In this work we represent the distribution of pixels of the
interest object, as the interior of a polygon Ms. Figure 3
shows the pixel distribution of an interest object delimited by
a polygon such that the interest region distribution is defined
as follows

{ (θ, r)| (θ, r) ∈Ms} (6)

There is not an only way for take the limits of the polygon
that enclose the samples, and the main idea is to obtain a
flexible model, but that eliminates many parts that do not
belong to the distribution of colors of the interest object. We
can obtain this mathematical description, in an empirical way.

Fig. 3. The samples of the interest object in R2 after transformation enclosed
inside of Ms

As Zhang took some empirical values for delimit θ and r, we
take the lines of a polygon as the limit of interest region.

After thresholding, it is necessary to make the correction
process using nonlinear thresholding. Zhang made this process
as follows: Let Ii,gray the gray scale of Ii,j , then the nonlinear
correction is

Ii,binary =
ln (1 + 255Ii,gray)
k ln (1 + 255)

(7)

where k = 2. With this process, the noise is reduced. The k
value, indicate the number of clusters in the resultant image.
So that the final mask for segmentation is obtained as

Ii,masc = Ii,ccsIi,binary (8)

Ii,ccs is the masc of CCS thresholding. After that, we fill the
holes of the Ii,masc. So the final mask for segmentation is

Ii,Fmasc = FfillHoles (Ii,masc) (9)

FfillHoles is the filling holes operator. Figure 5 shows the
results of using CCS segmentation over the normalized image,
obtained in the color normalization process.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Comprehensive Color Image Normalization

The comprehensive colour image normalization is imple-
mented on Matlab. Due to the low computational cost, the
programation language no plays a central role.

B. Color Centroids Segmentation (CCS)

As in the last case, the implementation of CCS is on Matlab.
The program was making using vectorial operations, such that
the computational cost is low.

V. RESULTS

For the tests of this scheme of color segmentation we use as
example, the skin region detection in facial images. For this
purpose we represent the distribution region of the interest
object pixels using samples of a miscellaneous of images.
Figure 4 shows the pixel distribution in the (θ, r) space of
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Skin Distribution

Skin Distribution

Making a Zoom

Fig. 4. The Skin Distribution in the (θ, r) plane. There are 517880 skin
samples

517880 skin samples taked from FERET [6] [7], Cohn-Kanade
[8] and PIE [9], databases with a miscellaneous of 100 facial
images of World Wide Web . The limits of the interest region
can be two lines and a minimum value for r as follows

r − 54, 84 ≤ −1.2758(θ − 54.24) (10)
r − 54.84 ≤ 2.2074(θ − 54.24) (11)

r ≥ 2.5 (12)

We name the preceding region as Ms ⊂ R2, such that the skin
region distribution is defined as follows

{ (θ, r)| (θ, r) ∈Ms} (13)

As we have mentioned earlier, we make the color segmen-
tation using thresholding, and after that we use the binary
correction and finally apply the fill holes operator. The final
results are showed in the figure 5, the image used in the test
is not used in the construction of the model.

VI. CONCLUSION

The use of chromatic segmentation is a good aproach for a
rapid skin region detection. The most important contribution
of this work is the combination of the comprehensive colour
image normalization of Finlayson with the color centroids seg-
mentation proposed by Zhang, which has proved an excellent
choice for color segmentation of the skin and can have many
other potential applications. In fact, we belive that the use
of Finlayson procedure for illumination correction, with the

Fig. 5. Left: Inormalized
i,j . Right: Segmentation over Inormalized

i,j using
CCS, with thresholds as specified in equations 101112

Zhang proposal for color detection, can be combined with
other procedures for face detection.
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